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F8C-4
The Navy was sufficiently impressed

with the basic Helldiver design to order
25 production F8C-4s that were different
from the X-models to again revise the
Curtiss Model number to 49B. Navy seri-
al numbers were A-8421/8445 and unit
costs less GFE were $15,450. These were
built on the Buffalo production line and
their price reflects the great difference in

cost between hand-
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Curtiss F8C-5 A-8589 photographed on 10
September 1930 was the first aircraft of

the second batch of F8C-5s. This view
shows the “saddlebag” fuel tanks to
advantage as well as the upper wing

machine guns, which fired outside the arc
of the propeller.

This O2C-1 data
plate appears to be
non-standard and
the number 2439
does not match any
of the aircraft serials
so perhaps it is a
component part. 

built prototypes and the (relatively) mass-
production models turned out on assem-
bly lines with hard tooling. Earlier
Falcons had cost only $12,800 each less
GFE, approximately 1/5th the cost of the
XF8C-4 prototype.

Outward differences from the XF8C-4
were minor. On the production models
the belly was flattened to allow installa-

tion of a remov-
able 55-gal auxil-
iary fuel tank, as
had long been
used on Curtiss

Hawks and Falcons as well as other manu-
facturers’ military models. Also, the flota-
tion bag compartments were moved to the
inner ends of the upper wing panels. The
1916-style rear cockpit gun mount was
retained but only a single Lewis gun was
installed. This time, the R-1340D Wasp
had 10:1 supercharger gearing.

Operationally, a significant difference
resulted from the Navy’s deleting the lon-

gitudinal guide wires on the decks of its
aircraft carriers. The guide hooks were
deleted from the redesigned landing gear
and the old tailskid, which the Navy
called a skag, was replaced by a pneumat-
ic-tired, steerable tail wheel.

In addition to testing prototypes at
Anacostia, the Navy also made a practice
of testing an early production example of
a new service model. The first F8C-4, the
pilot model for the new Buffalo factory
tooling, was therefore flown to Anacostia
on 1 May 1930. Flyaway deliveries of true
production models began on 24 July and
continued until 8 October.

The Navy was greatly disappointed
with the first F8C-4. Curtiss demonstrated
it as a two-seat fighter on 5 May, but
Navy tests didn’t begin until 21 May.
These showed up so many shortcomings
that the tests were cut short and the plane
returned to Curtiss for correction of such


